Morphological characteristics of monosodium urate: a transmission electron microscopic study of intact natural and synthetic crystals
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SUMMARY Transmission electron microscopic studies of synthetic and natural monosodium urate crystals dried on formvar coated grids showed identical internal structures in all crystals. At higher magnification the crystals' surface showed angular or wavy irregularities, and more rarely some crystals appeared to have other tiny crystals on the surface. Protein-like surface coating was not observed except in crystals from one asymptomatic patient in whom synovial fluid was loaded with monosodium urate crystals, but no inflammatory cells were present. Heated synthetic monosodium urate crystals retained the ultrastructural characteristics in their interior but they lost their needle or rod-like shape. Transmission electron microscopic study of monosodium urate crystals dried on formvar coated grids provides a quick method of investigating crystal ultrastructure.

Monosodium urate (MSU) crystal structure as seen by compensated polarised light microscopy has been described in detail,1 but routine transmission electron microscope (TEM) studies of thin sections of the synovial membrane and tophi have failed to show the ultrastructure of these crystals.2,3 Since MSU crystals are dissolved out during tissue processing for TEM, only crystal outlines have been observed. Recent studies of crystal surface-protein interactions,4 adsorption of lysosomal enzymes to crystals,5 and nucleation of MSU crystals6 suggest that further knowledge of the ultrastructure of MSU might be helpful in understanding the pathogenesis of gout. However, only very few TEM studies have been undertaken on intact MSU crystals. In 1967 Riddle et al. briefly described the electron microscope appearance of such crystals and the alteration of the internal structure by electron beam exposure.7 More recently Pritzker et al., using scanning and TEM techniques, reported that the internal architecture of urate was different in synovial fluid (SF) and tophi. The ultrastructure of crystals in tophi suggested the presence of nucleating material.8

In this report we describe the ultrastructure of heated and unheated intact synthetic MSU crystals and our findings on natural MSU from SF, bursae, and tophi. The external appearance of synthetic crystals was altered by heat. A similar internal architecture was found in synthetic crystals and natural crystals from SF, bursae, and tophi. Most MSU crystals had smooth surfaces with evidence of thick superficial coating on intact crystals from only one synovial fluid.

Materials and methods

MSU crystals were obtained from 15 synovial fluids, 3 olecranon bursal fluids, one tophus of the helix of the ear, and one tophus adjacent to a knee joint. Ten synovial fluid specimens were aspirated from acutely inflamed and 4 from chronically inflamed joints. One SF was from an asymptomatic joint of a patient with a massive amount of MSU crystals in the synovial membrane and synovial fluid but without an acute inflammatory reaction.

In order to compare the ultrastructure of natural MSU crystals with synthetic crystals, samples of synthetic MSU were prepared in water by the methods of Denko and Whitehouse9 and of McCarty and Faires.10 Crystals were examined after being heated at 180°C for 3 hours and unheated.
One drop aspirated from the samples containing MSU crystals was promptly placed on a clean glass slide. Six formvar-coated EM grids were floated on the drop for 10 seconds. To obtain samples with thickness suitable for TEM studies excessive material on the grids was removed gently with the use of filter paper. The grids were then air dried and observed with compensated polarised light microscopy. Those containing negatively birefringent crystals were examined unstained in a Zeiss EM 10 TEM with a 60 kV beam. The morphology of MSU crystals was studied in over 200 photomicrographs.

Four samples of natural MSU crystals and one of heated synthetic crystals were studied by x-ray diffraction. A Debbye-Scherrer powder camera (North American Phillips) of 114.6 mm diameter with chromium K alpha radiation and a vanadium filter was used. Measurements were based on wave length 2.29092Å (22.9092 nm). The specimens were exposed for 20 hours at 60 kV and 20 mA. All 5 specimens studied showed exclusively MSU crystals.

Results

Natural MSU Crystals

Urate crystals including a range varying in size, shape, and ultrastructure were seen in each individual sample. Birefringence by polarised light was strong or weakly negative. Similar general findings were observed in SF, bursae, and tophi (Fig. 1). Although variation in size had been appreciated by polarised light microscopy, the range of different shapes and extremes of small size had not been readily detectable.

Sizes varied considerably, but there was a tendency for the crystals to be smaller in SF. Crystal length in general ranged from 1 to 40 μm in bursae and tophi, while it was between 1 and 20 μm in SFs. Most crystals were long with parallel sides and 2 blunt ends (Fig. 2A). Other crystals were long with parallel sides and one somewhat less blunt end, though ends were not truly needle-like (Fig. 2B). A few crystals were very short (0.5 μm) and rod-shaped with 2 blunt ends. A common finding was stacking together of 2 or more crystals (Figs. 1, 2B). Some of these twinned or stacked crystals appeared to have structural continuity between individual crystals. In other stacked

Fig. 1 Ear tophus. MSU crystals exhibiting variable shape, size, and electron density. These are similar to those MSU observed in synovial fluid and articular tophi. Stacking of crystals is seen at the arrows. (×2860).

Fig. 2 Different shapes and sizes of MSU crystals. 2A. Most MSU crystals were long with parallel sides and blunt ends. Olecranon bursal fluid (×12 900). 2B. Other MSU crystals exhibiting parallel sides with one blunt end and others less blunt but not truly needle-like. Apparent stacking of crystal components is also seen, with continuity of crystal structure in the centre. Synovial fluid (×10 300).
forms this appearance seemed to arise from superimposition of crystals.

The crystal surface was most often smooth at lower magnifications (Figs. 1, 2), but at higher magnifications angular or curved irregularities of the crystal surface were observed in most SF, bursae, and tophi (Figs. 3A, 3B). Some crystals appeared to have other tiny crystals on the surface (Fig. 3C). A few of those tiny crystals exhibited apparent continuity with the larger crystal. Others had different ultrastructure and were actually morphologically reminiscent of calcium pyrophosphate dihydrate (CPPD) because of their greater density with round and more uniformly arranged holes.11 The latter ultrastructurally different crystals were observed in bursae (Fig. 3C) and SF but not in the 2 tophi examined.

Diligent examination of the surface failed to reveal any evidence of definite protein-like coating on most crystals. A thick fluffy coating was observed, however, on MSU crystals in the SF from the one patient who was asymptomatic (and without SF inflammatory cells) (Fig. 3D). Many crystals had a sharply demarcated, less dense homogeneous surface layer that might possibly be a coating or more likely is merely one appearance of the surface crystal material. There was partial disappearance of the fluffy coating after treatment with hyaluronidase, but not of the homogeneous material on other crystals.

The internal architecture as seen by TEM also varied considerably. MSU crystals showing different grades of electron density and variable internal architecture were observed in all specimens of SF, bursae, or tophi (Figs. 2A, 4C). The interior of the crystals developed an electron-lucent network which was artefactually induced by exposure to the electron beam. At the very beginning of electron beam exposure the crystals appeared uniformly electron-dense (Fig. 4A). Within a few seconds many small electron-lucent areas were observed (Fig. 4B). Some crystals appeared to become stabilised and showed no further changes, even after prolonged beam exposure (Figs. 2A, 3C, 3D). This was usually true of the smaller and/or thinner crystals. In larger and thicker crystals the electron lucencies enlarged while
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**Fig. 3** Surface characteristic and coating of MSU crystals. 3A. MSU crystal showing less dense homogeneous surface with angular irregularities of the surface. Synovial fluid. (x17 950). 3B. MSU crystal with wavy irregularities on the surface. Synovial fluid. (x2780). 3C. MSU crystal with tiny crystals on its surface. Some satellite crystals exhibit internal structure like MSU crystals and showed structural continuity with the large crystals (arrow), while others appear to be only attached to the surface (double arrow). Olecranon bursal fluid (x17 950). 3D. Abundant granular coating on MSU crystal in the synovial fluid of an asymptomatic gouty patient with massive amounts of urate crystals in the synovial fluid without inflammatory cells (x36 800).
Fig. 4 Changes on MSU crystal structure by electron beam exposure. 4A. At the beginning, crystals appear uniformly electron-dense. Ear tophus. (×15 900). 4B. After a few seconds a lucent network has developed. Ear tophus (×15 900). 4C. Rarely apparent MSU crystals have larger ovoid electron-lucent spaces. Olecranon bursal fluid. (×99 400).

the dense areas appeared to aggregate into increasingly dense round or oblong structures, producing the appearance of an 'electron lucent tubular network bordered by an electron dense shell' (Figs. 3A, 3B). Normally these structural changes were observed in the central areas of the crystal, while the crystal ends developed only smaller electron lucencies. In bursae very occasional crystals showed larger ovoid electron-lucent spaces (Fig. 4C).

SYNTHETIC MSU CRYSTALS
Under polarised light crystals synthesised over 72 hours by the methods previously mentioned were predominantly needle or rod shaped, were larger than natural MSU, and always very strongly showed negative birefringence. By TEM synthetic crystals were between 2 and 60 μm and had parallel sides with smooth surfaces (Fig. 5A). They had no tiny crystals on the surface and no fluffy coating was observed. They showed variable density and developed structural changes induced by the electron beam exposure similar to those of natural MSU crystals. Heated MSU crystals retained their ultrastructural characteristics in their interior, but they lost their needle- or rod-like shapes, and the surface became very irregular (Fig. 5B). A homogeneous
lighter surface structure, such as was seen on some natural crystals, occurred on some of the synthetic crystals with or without heating (Fig. 5B).

**Discussion**

The present study provides further information on the morphological characteristics of natural and synthetic MSU crystals. These crystals and other water soluble crystals such as steroid crystals and cholesterol crystals are usually lost during tissue processing, and only an electron-dense outline of the crystal remains. CPPD and calcium oxalate are not dissolved, but sections for TEM might cut through crystals making shape an imprecise criterion for their identification. By using the formvar-coated grid technique, crystal dissolution is avoided and crystals retain their actual shapes. CPPD crystals continue being electron-dense and diffusely foamy with round, more uniformly distributed holes, and are thus similar in fine structure to calcium oxalate. Cholesterol and steroid crystals appear uniformly electron-dense with almost no changes induced by the beam exposure. Thus all these crystals have their own characteristics, which are different from those of MSU crystals. The occasional atypical crystals seen in bursae (Figs. 3C, 5C) are still unexplained and might represent different morphology of MSU or minute amount of some other crystal missed by x-ray diffraction analysis.

MSU crystals in our study showed some variability in shape and internal architecture. The same range of findings was consistently observed in SF, bursae, tophi, and synthetic crystals, indicating that MSU crystals formed or found under different conditions had a distinct ultrastructural resemblance. Previous observations had suggested that urates precipitated in tophi and SF appeared different. We were able to observe similar crystals to those described by these authors, but they were seen in specimens from SF, bursae, or tophi. Since only few tophi were studied by Pritzker et al. and by us, the differences might represent sampling of crystals predominantly at different stages of crystal growth or variations in individual patients, as well as different techniques of processing crystals. In the present study the MSU crystal size in SF was slightly smaller than in tophi or bursae. Smaller crystals have also been observed in MSU synthesised in SF than in water. Factors such as lysis of urate crystals by neutrophil peroxidases or other factors increasing MSU solubility may also be responsible for the smaller size of MSU crystals in SF.

The different grades of electron density and internal architecture observed in our study appeared to result from the variability of crystal size and shape. Thinner crystals seemed to respond differently to the electron beam. The variable ultrastructural network shown here was clearly an artefact induced by the electron beam exposure. We have, however, demonstrated in other studies that nonartefactual holes are identifiable during the early growth of MSU crystals. Whether these holes during growth, and any nucleating material that may be trapped in the
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*Fig. 5* Synthetic MSU crystals. 5A. Synthetic MSU crystals are larger than natural crystals. At low magnification they exhibit smooth surfaces and needle-like or rod shapes. Electron micrograph taken after minimal exposure to electron beam. (×3370). 5B. Heated synthetic MSU crystals retain the internal ultrastructural characteristics, but they acquire a bizarre appearance and irregular surface and lose their well defined rod- or needle-like shapes. The homogeneous surface layer is seen at the arrow.
crystal, influence the later changes seen in the electron beam is not known.

An interesting observation was the failure to show any definite or significant surface coating on most crystals. The ability of the MSU crystal surface to interact with proteins has been proposed, and actual immunoglobulin coating on crystals in vivo has been previously suggested. But morphological proof of location of immunoglobulin on the crystal surface had not been presented. It is possible that the formvar-coated grid techniques used in our study did not allow visualisation of small amounts of adherent material on the surface of crystals, or that digestion of much of the protein coat had already occurred by the lysosomal enzymes in the inflammatory fluids. Pritzker et al., using similar techniques to ours, observed amorphous substances coating the surface of MSU crystals in SF and bursae. Since their samples were preserved in ethanol, these authors interpreted their findings as precipitated ‘mucin’. It is intriguing that they observed smooth surfaced crystals on the joint surfaces of asymptomatic gouty patients, while in our study, on the contrary, the only SF in which a definite crystal surface coat was observed came from an asymptomatic gouty patient. What this fluffy coating contains and whether it is what prevented inflammation remains to be determined. Whether the less dense homogeneous material on the surface of many crystals is only part of the crystal wall or may include coating material will be studied in the future with immuno EM techniques.

Some very small crystals were also observed in fluids from our patients. Many were on the surface of other crystals; we do not know the exact nature of these crystals. X-ray diffraction in one fluid containing such crystals showed only MSU, but very small crystals may not allow electron diffraction or give off sufficient x-rays for elemental analysis. Thus it is possible that they represent urate or other unidentified crystals, such as even CPPD or other calcium salts.

The study of synthetic MSU crystals clearly showed that heating may induce morphological changes, especially on the crystal surface, destroying the well-defined needle-like or rod shapes. Nevertheless, the internal architecture of heated crystals appeared similar to unheated crystals. Mandel, using x-ray diffraction and thermal gravimetric analysis, has postulated that heating of MSU crystals induces changes in the chemical composition and crystal structure.

The present studies demonstrate that drying very small amounts of fluids on formvar-coated grids allows visualisation of whole MSU crystal ultrastructure. Some of our observations confirm the findings previously reported by Pritzker and his co-workers, including the development of an internal tubular network that can be seen after exposure to the electron beam. However, in contrast to them we found virtually the same ultrastructure of crystals from tophi, bursae, and SF. We have shown, so far, a distinctive fluffy coating on the surface of crystals from one joint that had never been clinically inflamed. Whether the ultrastructural characteristics may help clarify factors involved in the inflammatory properties of MSU crystals remains uncertain. However, since MSU crystals appear to have a characteristic ultrastructure, rapid examination on SF on formvar-coated grids by TEM, when available, offers another aid to diagnosis in gouty arthritis, when no crystals, or only unusual or very small crystals, are seen by polarised light. Scanning electron microscopy has similarly been used to identify crystals in synovial fluid. Combinations of these newer approaches offer the opportunity of many new advances in the understanding of the role of crystals or other particulate matter in arthritis.
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